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Below are the two parts of the ceremony. 

You are invited to choose which comes first and which 
comes second 

Go outside,

Find the right place,

Choose the direction you will walk (clockwise 
or counterclockwise),

Walk in a circle very slowly,

Look down and give no mind to the horizon. 

Do this for 30 minutes.

You choose how you document this process: 

a video, audio recording, photo, map, 
a drawing etc.

Create an anti-capitalist elegy by completing the 
statements that are followed by ellipsis: 

May I remember that I am we.
May we remember ...
May we resist ...
May we imagine ...
May we create ...
May we learn ...
May we treat ourselves ...
May we treat others ...
May we move with ...
May we honor ....
May we acknowledge ...
May we connect with ... 



+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Optional additional ceremonies at your discretion: 
If documentation is produced from any of the below ceremonies, and you would like to share it, please send it in 
addition to the main ceremony contribution. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Choose a living thing you do not have any emotional attachment to
It should not be a living thing you “own” (pets, house plants etc.) 
Could be a specific tree or plant 
Spend time noticing it 
See if you can communicate with it 
Spend 30 minutes with this living thing 

Go to a body of water 
Get in the water 
Make sure your body is fully submerged 
Each time it is, change your direction 
See if you can disorient yourself 
Imagine you are the water without direction 
Do this until you are tired 

Find someone to talk with 
Have a conversion only speaking in questions 
Do not come to any conclusions
avoid assertions or absolutes 
Do this for 30 min 

Choose from one of the following words:  pleasure, progress, body, time 
Write for 1 minute about this word --- stream of consciousness
Then cut out all the words 
And move the around to create a nonsensical sentence 
Consider this to be your new definition of happiness 

Take a day off and
Stop all the clocks in your house
Set your phone’s clock to a different time zone 
Or just turn off your phone all together 

Make an anti-capitalist altar in your home
Find objects that represent a things and modes that exist outside capitalism 
Some suggestions are objects that represent the following:
Immediate desire 
Community 
Partnerships 
Gifts 
The senses 
Reduction 
Rebalance 
Circles 
Water 
Air 
Non-human living things 
Care 
Nature 



Hosts:

The Ceremonialist 
people throughout time and across the world have lived by ceremonies as a way to honor, cele-
brate, mourn, and process. As a Ceremonialist, I feel, hear, and know the need for ceremony, poetic 
meaning making, and collective acknowledgment. This work is especially essential in today’s world 
in which white supremacy and capitalism have caused many people to live disconnected from one 
another, the land, and themselves.
as a white woman offering my services on stolen land, specifically territory taken from the Lenape 
people, I am committed to operating from a place of acknowledgment and respect for the ceremo-
nies First Nation peoples have been practicing for thousands of years. In working with ceremony 
my intention is to support and honor all communities who have remained unwaveringly dedicated 
to their ceremonial traditions. 
as a Ceremonialist, I do not work within a specific practice or lineage; instead, I seek to uncover 
the specific inner ceremony that an individual or a group carries within them -- the ceremony that 
is necessary and arising for the given moment, born from lived experience. I do not arrive with 
objects (no sage or crystals in my bag) or predetermined notions of what a ceremony looks or feels. 
like. The ceremonies I co-create, with the people I am privileged enough to work with, are born out 
of an emergent process of deep conversation, listening, reflecting and imagining. 
a ceremony is a reverent and intentional act that brings us closer to our innermost sense of know-
ing, always with the aim of honoring our own humanity as well as the humanity of all people.
https://www.theceremonialist.earth/
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